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Macro economic contexts

“…even as the rest of the global economy slows down and

some parts even flirt with recession, business in large

parts of Africa is booming like never before.  Despite the

credit crunch in the rich world’s financial markets, in sub-

Saharan Africa in particular there is no sign of any

reduction in a growth rate that has averaged over 5% a

year for the past decade.”

Economist July 8th 2008 “Africa Shines”



5! 4.3% avg GDP growth annually over last 11 years

! Increasing inflation
Namibia

! Economic reforms since 1987

! 6.5% avg GDP growth annually over past 10 years

! Rising inflation (7.7% in 2006/7)

Uganda

! Wars 1969-74 and 1979-92

! 7.72% avg GDP growth annually 2002-2006

! Double-digit inflation (14.9% in April 2008)

Mozambique

! War and genocide ended early 1990’s

! 6% avg GDP growth annually over past 10 years

! Increasing inflation (currently above 10%)

Rwanda

! Independence in 1963; economic reforms in 2002

! From 1.4% annual GDP growth in 1997-2002, to 5-6% growth in recent years

! Increasing inflation (14.5% in 2006)

Kenya

! Economic reforms since 1994: growth focused strategy

! 3-5% avg GDP growth annually over past 10 years

! Increasing inflation (currently at 8.8%)

South Africa

! 6.5% avg GDP growth annually over past 10 years

! Gradually rising inflation (7.2 % in February 2007)
Botswana

! Independence in 1991; completed 5th yr Highly Indebted Poor Country programme

! 4.6% avg GDP growth annually over past 7 years

! Declining inflation (15.9% in 2005, down from a high of 30% in 2002)

Zambia

Macro economic contexts

Access to

financial

services
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Housing finance in SSA

Access to financial services (as measured by FinScope™)
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Housing finance in SSA

Access to financial services

! About 25 million people who are unbanked in Southern
and East Africa at present, do not choose this, and are
not too poor to be banked.

! If the total cost of using a basic bank account were $2,00
a month, rather than the current $4,00 average, about 5
million more people could afford it.
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Housing finance in SSA

Availability of housing finance

! Mortgage markets exist in a number of countries

" Opportunities for regional or cross-border initiatives

! Housing-specific microlending appears to be limited

! Pension-backed lending is only available in SA

! Opportunity for savings-linked mechanisms

! Limited subsidy funding

Housing

affordability

& finance
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Housing finance in SSA

Housing affordability & finance
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! Rwanda (Oyier, Ketley & Davis, forthcoming)

" “… of the 270 000 formally employed, only

around 50000 people earn above RWF1.2

million (US$2000) per month.  … the income

of the bulk of the population will fall below the

level where they can secure mortgage

financing in the formal market.”

! Mozambique (Allen and Johnsen,

forthcoming)

" “… a household would require a monthly net

salary of 48 000 MT ($1 900) to borrow $40

000 over a 20 year period to purchase a small

apartment in the less attractive areas of the

cement city of Maputo. … This is more than

the net basic salaries of a couple senior

doctors working for the national health

system.”

! South Africa (Rust, 2007)

" “within SA’s population of about 12.7 million

households, only about 2 million can afford to

…meet their needs in the housing market.”

! Zambia (Gardner, 2007):

" “Few self-employed people earn sufficient to

qualify for a home loan.  This leaves the 16%

of all Zambians that are formally employed

(2.2-million) as the potential market…  Of

these, 40% are currently un-banked.”

! Kenya (Alder and Mutero, 2007)

" “… less than 10% -- have traditionally

qualified for mortgage loans from HFIs,

with the majority ruled out by their low

incomes. Borrowers generally consist of

high net worth individuals..”

Housing finance in SSA

Housing affordability & finance
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Housing finance in SSA

Housing affordability & finance - Uganda
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Mortgage

GRN Loan

Savings

Inheritance

N$0 - N$1 500

183 000 households

N$1 501 - N$4 600

99 000 households

N$4 601 - N$10 500

59 000 households

N$10 501+

28 000 households

Household Income Segment

67%

66%

72%

38%
6%

6%

17%

26%

48%

9%

7%

4%

48%

10%
2%

7%

 

Housing finance in SSA

Housing affordability & finance - Namibia
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! Affordability gap includes, and is sometimes specific to, lower-middle
income households, as in South Africa, Botswana, Namibia, Mozambique

Housing finance in SSA

Housing affordability & finance

in Botswana

Developments

in housing

policy
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! South Africa’s subsidy policy is unique

! Shift away from state-driven to state

facilitated housing delivery, to:
" Improve targeting: poorest were getting left out

" Sustainability: build long term private sector capacity

" Achieve scale: state-driven delivery hopelessly inadequate

! Key policy challenges:

" Cost of housing: land & building materials

" Facilitative environment: land & building materials

" Roles and responsibilities of the players

" Responding constructively to the MDGs

! Policy in flux in most countries

Informal sector
dominates

! Informal
occupation
and trade of
plots, shacks
and houses
(SA,
Mozambique)

! Overcrowding
(SA, Zambia,
Namibia)

! Slum
landlordism
(Kenya)

Housing finance in SSA

Housing policy
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! All countries anxious about Millennium

Development Goal 7, Target 11:

Have achieved by 2020, a significant

improvement in the lives of at

least 100 million slum dwellers.

Indicator: Proportion of households

with access to secure tenure

Informal settlements are

home to a majority

of the inhabitants on

most African cities.

Over 70% of the

urban population

suffers shelter

deprivation in terms

of inadequate

housing, water

supply, or sanitation.

Housing finance in SSA

Housing policy
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Opportunities

and

challenges
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! Appropriate housing finance

products

" Vast majority ineligible for

mortgage

! Investor interest

" Sub-prime fallout

" Emerging markets interest

" Bottom of the pyramid hypothesis

The time is ripe for housing

micro finance

! Need to integrate disparate sectors

" Housing policy: focused on “whole

house” delivery process

! Access to land difficult

! Government opinion of incremental

processes is tentative

! Poor people aren’t necessarily good

builders by nature

" Finance policy: mortgage loan dominates

housing thinking

! HMF a new concept: lenders are few and

far between

! Must respond at scale, but
! Most HMFIs are small and informal

! Large scale MFIs lack housing focus

BUT delivery systems inappropriate:

Housing finance in SSA

Opportunities & challenges
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! Key challenge for lenders:

How to develop a local response?

Housing finance in SSA

Opportunities & challenges

! Understand the market

! Develop appropriately targeted products

! Develop partnerships with key stakeholders:

" Public sector: to identify land where borrowers have secure tenure

" Private sector: architects, builders, materials suppliers, developers, etc.

! Pilot local offering

" Savings and/or credit

" Housing support services

NGOs and
donors can

facilitate
these

partnerships
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! A growing consensus that
alternatives must be found to
mortgage lending in Africa

! Housing Micro Finance is the
appropriate housing finance tool
for the poor

! Challenge is to gear this approach
to scale:

" Land

" Housing support services

" Political & administrative support

! … and data

! Housing finance sector country
studies

" Follow-up with country- or region-specific
studies or initiatives: Zambia in process

! HMF workshop held in May 08:
www.finmark.org.za/HMF.aspx

! Housing Finance in Africa web page

" Forthcoming: open source, hosted and
moderated by FinMark Trust

! Executive African Housing Finance
Programme

" November 2008 at Wits Business School

" In partnership with the Wharton School at
the University of Pennsylvania

" Supported by World Bank, IFC, and
FinMark Trust

So, FinMark Trust’s response:

Conclusions

Way forward

Kecia Rust  /   kecia@iafrica.com   /  +27-83-785-4964


